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ABSTRACT: 
 
Concurrency is essential to iOS software because it lets apps work quickly and adapt to user input. This piece compares three 
common types of concurrency patterns: Grand Central Dispatch (GCD), Operation Queues, and async/await. By looking at their 
pros and cons and recommended uses, this study aims to help developers improve app speed and use resources better. Real-
life examples and performance measures show how complicated each pattern is. The results show that it's essential to 
understand and use these sharing patterns correctly when making iOS apps that are reliable, scalable, and fast. [1] 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 
Regarding iOS programming, concurrency is crucial to ensuring that apps work well and respond quickly. As mobile apps get 
more complicated, developers must figure out how to deal with the problems of multi-threaded programming to give users the 
best experience possible. A poll by the Mobile App Development Association (MADA) [10] found that 78% of iOS developers 
think concurrency handling is essential to making apps. The study also showed that bad concurrency handling is the main 
reason apps don't work well, with 45% of users leaving apps because they are slow [10]. The article compares three well-
known concurrency patterns: Grand Central Dispatch (GCD), Operation Queues, and async/await. It does this by looking at 
their features, how they're used, and how they affect speed [2]. 
 
A study from the International Data Corporation (IDC) says that the market for mobile apps will grow to $935 billion by 2023 
[11]. With such a big market, it's impossible to stress enough how important it is to ensure that iOS apps are good quality and 
work well. Managing concurrency is crucial to reaching these goals because it directly affects how quickly apps respond, how 
well resources are used, and how happy users are [12]. 
 
The iOS operating system from Apple gives writers powerful tools and frameworks to handle concurrency well. iOS developers 
frequently use Grand Central Dispatch (GCD), which debuted in iOS 4. According to a report, 82% of iOS workers regularly use 
GCD in their projects [13]. The iOS Workers Association found this. Operation queues, built on top of GCD, provide a more 
abstract way to handle multiple jobs simultaneously and have become popular among developers working on complicated app 
architectures [14]. 
 
Async/await, added in Swift 5.5, has changed the way asynchronous programming is used in iOS software in recent years. 
Async/await makes writing concurrent code easier by giving developers a better way to write asynchronous operations that 
are easier to read and manage [7]. According to a study by the Swift Programming Language Community (SPLC), the use of 
async/await has grown by 60% since it was first introduced. Developers say it makes code more explicit and less likely to 
make mistakes [15]. 
 
This article aims to give iOS developers a complete understanding of these concurrency patterns so they can plan and build 
concurrent systems confidently. By looking at the pros and cons of GCD, operation queues, async/await, and how well they 
work, developers can make their apps more responsive, scalable, and easy to run [2]. 
 
GRAND CENTRAL DISPATCH (GCD): 
 
GCD is a low-level API written in C that makes it easy to handle operations that are running at the same time. It explains what 
dispatch queues are and how they can be used to run jobs at different times. GCD has serial and concurrent queues, so 
developers can choose how jobs are run and how many run simultaneously [3]. A study by the iOS Performance Optimization 
Group (IPOG) [16] found that 95% of iOS writers use GCD to add concurrency to their apps. 
 
Studies by Smith et al. [4] showing speed benchmarks show that GCD is much faster than traditional threading methods, 
especially when a lot of tasks are running at the same time. Their experiments used GCD and traditional threading to time how 
long different computer jobs took to run. The tests showed that GCD improved speed by an average of 45% for tasks with 
1,000 operations running simultaneously and 62% for tasks with 10,000 operations running simultaneously [4]. 
 
Let's look at the following piece of code that shows how to create and use dispatch queues [17] to show how GCD is used: 
 
let serialQueue = DispatchQueue(label: "com.example.serialQueue") 
let concurrentQueue = DispatchQueue(label: "com.example.concurrentQueue", attributes: .concurrent) 
 
serialQueue.async { 
    // Task 1 
    print("Task 1 executed on serial queue") 
} 
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serialQueue.async { 
    // Task 2 
    print("Task 2 executed on serial queue") 
} 
 
concurrentQueue.async { 
    // Task 3 
    print("Task 3 executed on concurrent queue") 
} 
 
concurrentQueue.async { 
    // Task 4 
    print("Task 4 executed on concurrent queue") 
} 
This example has two delivery queues: a serial queue and a concurrent queue. Tasks 1 and 2 are sent to the series queue so 
that they can be completed in order. Tasks 3 and 4 are sent to the shared queue to be done simultaneously. 
 
Making an app for changing photos is a real-life example of how GCD can be useful. When applying filters or changing the 
shape of a picture, GCD can be used to work on multiple images at once, which makes the app faster and more responsive. A 
case study by the Mobile App Performance Optimization Committee (MAPOC) showed that the photo editing app 
"ImageMagic" was able to cut processing time by 60% when compared to running jobs one after the other [18]. 
 
GCD also has more advanced features, such as dispatch walls and dispatch groups. Developers can use dispatch groups to track 
when multiple asynchronous jobs are finished and run a completion handler when all of them are done. Dispatch barriers, 
however, let parallel queues stay in sync and exclusively use shared resources [3]. These features make it even easier for GCD 
to handle situations with multiple tasks running simultaneously. 
 
Here is a graph that shows how GCD has improved speed and has been used in iOS development. It also shows how GCD has 
affected real-life situations, such as how the ImageMagic app processes images. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Performance Comparison: Traditional Threading vs. Grand Central Dispatch (GCD) 
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OPERATION QUEUES: 
 
Operation queues are more abstract than GCD because they store jobs as objects and control their execution. Dependencies, 
priorities, and the ability to stop operations can be changed to fit your needs [5]. A poll by the iOS Developers Association 
(IDA) found that 68% of iOS developers prefer to use operation queues for complicated tasks that rely on each other [19]. 
They say that the primary reasons are better code organization and maintainability. 
 
A study by Johnson and Williams [6] shows that operation queues are useful for complicated jobs that depend on each other 
because they make code more modular and reusable. As part of their study, they looked at the code layout and maintainability 
of 50 iOS apps that used operation queues. The results showed that applications that used operation queues had 35% less 
complicated code and 28% more code that could be used again than those that used GCD directly [6]. 
 
However, the extra work of creating and managing objects could slow things down in some situations. Using operation queues 
for tasks with many short-lived operations caused the iOS Performance Engineers Group (IPEG) to do a performance study 
that showed an average performance overhead of 8% [20]. Still, the study showed that the effect on success was minimal in 
most real-world situations. 
As an example of how to use operation queues, look at the code below, which shows how to create and handle operations [21]: 
 
let operationQueue = OperationQueue() 
 
let operation1 = BlockOperation { 
    // Task 1 
    print("Task 1 executed") 
} 
 

let operation2 = BlockOperation { 
    // Task 2 
    print("Task 2 executed") 
} 
 
let operation3 = BlockOperation { 
    // Task 3 
    print("Task 3 executed") 
} 
 
operation2.addDependency(operation1) 
operation3.addDependency(operation2) 
 
operationQueue.addOperations([operation1, operation2, operation3], waitUntilFinished: false) 
 
Three-block operations are made in this example to show three different jobs. With the 'addDependency(_:)' method, 
dependencies are set up between the processes. The 'addOperations(_:waitUntilFinished:)' method is then used to add the 
operations to the operation queue. This lets them be run asynchronously based on their requirements. 
 
In the real world, Operation Queues are useful when making an app to give weather forecasts. The app needs to get weather 
info from several places, understand it, and change the user interface. Using Operation Queues, the app can turn each job into 
an operation, set up how they depend on each other, and control the order in which they run. The Mobile App Architecture 
Research Group (MAARG) did a case study that showed using Operation Queues in the weather app "WeatherMate" cut code 
complexity by 40% and made data handling 25% faster than when GCD was used directly [22]. 
 
You can also use advanced features like operation prioritization and termination with operation queues. Developers can give 
tasks priorities, which lets them control the order in which they are executed in the queue. The 'cancel()' method can also be 
used to stop operations to end long-running or pointless jobs [5]. These features give you more freedom and control over how 
tasks are carried out in difficult application situations. 
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The table below gives a quick look at the most important metrics for operation queues, including how widely they are used, 
how they help with code complexity and reusability, how they affect speed, and how they were used in the WeatherMate app 
case study. 
 

Metric Value 

iOS Developers Preferring Operation Queues 68% 

Reduction in Code Complexity 35% 

Increase in Code Reusability 28% 

Performance Overhead (Short-lived Operations) 8% 

Reduction in Code Complexity (WeatherMate App) 40% 

Improvement in Data Processing Efficiency (WeatherMate App) 25% 

 
Table 1: Operation Queues: Adoption, Benefits, and Performance Metrics 

 
ASYNC/AWAIT: 
 
Async/await is a new concurrency pattern added in Swift 5.5, making asynchronous writing easier. It lets writers write 
asynchronous code in a way that makes it easier to read and lowers the risk of callback hell [7]. The Swift Programming 
Language User Group (SPLUG) did a survey and found that 82% of iOS coders have used async/await in their projects since it 
came out. Their main benefits were clearer code and less complexity [23]. 
 
Async/await makes use of structured concurrency to guarantee that asynchronous actions have the appropriate scope and are 
stoppable when necessary. The 'withTaskGroup(of:)' method and task groups make this possible. This lets developers set up a 
group of jobs that can run at different times and keep track of their progress [24]. The Asynchronous Programming Research 
Committee (APRC) found that using structured concurrency with async/await reduced asynchronous programming errors by 
45% compared to conventional callback-based methods [25]. 
 
Async/await has a similar speed to GCD, according to performance tests by Davis and Brown [8]. It also has a more expressive 
and maintainable syntax. Their tests timed how long different asynchronous jobs ran and how much memory they used using 
async/await and GCD. The tests showed that async/await worked just as well as GC in D, with a 2% increase in processing time 
and almost no increase in memory usage [8]. 
 
As an example of how to use async/await, look at the code below, which shows how asynchronous jobs can be run in order 
[26]: 
 
func fetchUserData() async throws -> User { 
    let userData = try await APIClient.fetchUserData() 
    return userData 
} 
 
func fetchUserPosts(for user: User) async throws -> [Post] { 
    let userPosts = try await APIClient.fetchPosts(for: user) 
    return userPosts 
} 
 
func updateUI(with posts: [Post]) async { 
    await MainActor.run { 
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        // Update UI with fetched posts 
        print("UI updated with \(posts.count) posts") 
    } 
} 
 
func performAsyncTasks() async { 
    do { 
        let user = try await fetchUserData() 
        let posts = try await fetchUserPosts(for: user) 
        await updateUI(with: posts) 
    } catch { 
        print("Error: \(error)") 
    } 
} 
 

Task { 
    await performAsyncTasks() 
} 
 
The 'async' keyword is used to name the methods 'fetchUserData()', 'fetchUserPosts(for:)', and 'updateUI(with:)' as 
asynchronous ones. The 'await' keyword tells the 'performAsyncTasks()' code how to run these asynchronous tasks one after 
the other. This is where the "Task" initializer comes in and starts the asynchronous processing. 
 
Making a social media app is a real-life example of how async/await works well. The app must keep user information, user 
posts, and the user interface up-to-date. Using async/await, the app can do these jobs in order, which makes the code easier to 
read and maintain. Async/await was successfully implemented in the famous social media app "SocialConnect," as shown in a 
case study by the Mobile App Development Trends Committee (MADTC). This led to a 30% reduction in the complexity of the 
asynchronous code and a 20% increase in development productivity [27]. 
 
Along with actors and task cancellation, async/await works well with other concurrency tools in Swift. In concurrent 
environments, actors make it safe and easy to manage shared mutable states, and task cancellation lets developers gently end 
asynchronous operations when needed [7]. With these additions, async/await can be used to make iOS apps even more 
reliable and fast. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Impact of Async/Await on iOS App Development: Adoption, Performance, and Benefits 
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CONCLUSION: 

 
This comparison of asynchronous and synchronous programming styles in iOS shows the pros and cons of Grand Central 
Dispatch, Operation Queues, and async/await. Each style has its benefits and is best for certain types of use cases. GCD is great 
when you need fine-grained control over concurrency, and Operation Queues gives you a structured way to handle 
complicated jobs that depend on each other. Async/await, on the other hand, makes asynchronous programming easier and 
makes code easier to read and manage. iOS developers should carefully think about what their apps need and choose the 
concurrency pattern that fits their goals for speed, scalability, and maintainability. By knowing these patterns and using them 
correctly, developers can make iOS apps that are strong, flexible, and give users great experiences. [9] 
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